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Key Criteria to
Raise Board
Effectiveness
ඪЀီོٱਝޟ१ौྥ
 ༁Ᏸύ

T

he call on boards to step up
effectiveness has never been
louder in this day and age
when activist shareholders
increasingly reflect a general impatience
with boards. Today, it is largely agreed
that boards must do more than the
traditional perfunctory role; shareholders
expect boards to participate deeper in the
business and, indeed, be capable of acting
when necessary.
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Numerous whitepapers have emerged on
how to raise effectiveness and performance
of boards. Among the myriad “best
practices,” capability, process and team
dynamics tend to receive just passing
mention, although if given proper attention,
these “unglamorous” practices can, in fact,
dramatically raise board effectiveness.
1. Capability
Board members need on-going capability

building, just like any other employee in the
business. While board members come with a
track record of business achievements and
personal success, the business, the market,
and external environment are not static.
Furthermore, the board has to work closely
with a full time executive team, which spends
all working, if not waking, hours immersed in
the specifics of running a business. The
board cannot fulfil its role unless it possesses
a commensurate level of knowledge and

understanding about the business.
The responsibility of acquiring sufficient
knowledge and skills mostly falls upon
individual board members. A less haphazard approach is to implement systematic
programmes (individualised or in group
settings) to build capabilities. Among the
many topics that board members need to
grasp, focused attention on the following
pays large dividends:

Behaving as a Board Member
By this, we don’t mean the “legal role and
responsibility” of being a board member,
which goes without saying. We mean the
behavior when working with fellow board
members, and the personal interactive
styles or techniques of listening, clarifying, debating, and concluding. Let’s face
it; board members possess strong
personalities. Prior to taking on the
appointment, many of them have had long

experience as leaders or chief executives.
Deep and productive collaboration among
a group of “alphas” in a board can only be
possible if everyone is sufficiently savvy to
get pass egos and zero-in on substance.
Understanding the Business and
the Market
Every business today faces rapidly changing
market conditions.
Traditional value
chains are reconfigured due to disruptions.

ॷ෫ီٱᏰོĻġġГΙжकီٱ
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Technology advancement, customer
behavior changes, and regulatory reforms
are just some sources of change. At the
same time, strategic and operational
details in large companies are not just
more complex, but also in a constant state
of flux. To stay relevant, boards can
benefit from continuous update and
re-education about all these factors.
2. Process
Quarterly lunch followed by a three-hour
meeting is no way for boards to be
impactful. Even with clearly laid-out
agenda, expecting board members to add
value at single sittings is expecting genius
on-demand. A better way is to take a page
from operational disciplines: structure
the work (including self-work and small
group interactions, not just meetings)
according to the logical process of the
topic1 in question. This helps assure
quality output from the board.
Take strategy formulation for example.
Most companies follow a structured
three- to six-month process that includes
analysing external conditions, assessing
internal capabilities, formulating options,
evaluating potential returns, selecting
course of action, and planning for implementation.
The board should be involved in this
process2 as it unfolds, not just at the end
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to review and make decision on the
output. This allows the logic of the
process to play out in the minds of board
members, giving them the time to reflect
deeply upon supporting information, as
well as the opportunity to contribute to
the thought process step by step. Specifically, this means the board should also be
involved in the following in strategy
formulation tasks:
 Determine needed input and analysis.
 Interpret data and analysis output to
draw insights.
 Define the strategy “solution space”
and help uncover alternatives.
 Scrutinize assumptions about trends
and changing conditions.
 Establish decision-making criteria for
selecting strategy.

ration between these two roles is subtle; it
boils down to the day-to-day working
relationship. In a healthy chairpersonCEO working relationship, neither dominates the other and both are willing and
free to challenge the other. Most importantly, together they explicitly demonstrate the common goal of striving for
success of the company. This sets the
tone and expectation for the rest of the
board. Good board dynamics start from
good chairperson-CEO dynamics.

3. Team Dynamics
Being a board member is engaging in
“team sport.” Shareholders care not how
individual board members do, but what
they achieve collectively. Resources are
abundant in the areas of building highperformance teams. A board should pay
particular attention to:

Diversity of Board Members
The war for board talent is intense and
putting together the “right” board is,
perhaps, the most difficult task any
chairperson can face. The ideal representation needs to possess independence
for accountability, ability to challenge the
executive team, and diversity to prevent
decision biases. Most boards do not
achieve the ideal representation across
the numerous dimensions. This is why
the above-described capability building
and process-driven work approach are so
important. Any deficiency due to limitations in representations may be overcome
through subsequent enhancements.

Working Relationship between
Chairman and CEO
Whether or not required by law, the roles
of the chairperson and CEO are best
separate. However, the quality of collabo-

Nevertheless, several key “markers” of
good board representation exist. If a
chairperson finds these markers mostly
absent in a board, he or she is strongly
advised to consider changes.
1. Majority of board members are
non-executive and truly independent
with no management ties.
2. Executive board members also include
the chief financial officer3.
3. Board members may have significant
stockholdings but can act without
conflict of interest.
4. A large proportion of board member
compensation is tied to company
performance (e., equity, options, etc).
5. A formal board and board member
evaluation is in place and held at least
annually.
Case Study
At one of my Hong Kong client companies, the board could have been much
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more effective if improvements were
made as described above. The board then
could have laid a firmer hand to help avert
the decline in the company’s market
position.
First, the market in which the business
operated had dramatically changed over
the past few decades. Due to disruptions
in new technology and business models,
alternatives emerged and siphoned
customers away. The board continued to
accept a view about the market that
underplayed how the appearance of
e-commerce upstarts changed the behaviour of customers. Adhering to an
out-dated strategic solution space, this
company fought an uphill battle, trying to
stay viable in a shrinking overall market.
More systematic enhancement of the
board’s collective knowledge about the
business and market would have
prompted different discussions.
Next,
quarterly
meetings,
either
in-person or by teleconference, were the
primary means of work for the board.
Annual business plan and three-year
strategy were reviewed only during board
meetings.
Although questions were
asked and assumptions scrutinised, these
were performed on the content presented
by management. The quality of strategy
would have been higher if board members
were more involved during the strategy
formulation process.
Lastly, the chairperson (being the
original founder and CEO) was so deeply
involved in day-to-day business that he
might as well be the “true” CEO. In this
case, we really have one person being the
chairperson and CEO. Furthermore,
some of the board members were
previous executives or had ties with the
chairperson. The end result was a strong
tendency for the board and the CEO to
defer to the chairperson’s view. Changing the team dynamics, either through
team performance expert intervention or
restructuring board representation,
would create a more productive environment where healthy debates about core
issues could take place.

Summing up
A common implication underlying the
above-mentioned ideas is that a board is
like every other team in a company. It is a
group of people with specific skills
collaborating to fulfil a responsibility and
achieve a goal. To perform well, a board
thus needs proper capabilities, effective
ways to work, and teamwork.
Too often boards are considered to be above
the fray, and thus not subject to the same
performance management techniques so
dutifully applied to the rest of the company.
It is time to apply what we already know
about organisations and teams to help
boards step up their effectiveness.

Ы

ЫџȂঋِၭྻڰ෩ੜ
କߞ۲ᗏЙທݺօȂэ࣏ێ
ࢺᒕ࿂ᅗ࢘ߞߵތᅆၭྻڰ
ڽ૿ѻढ़ݑȄЫч
ȂЂൊԊၭྻྻڰሮԢȂЙକԍطᆊჅҝ
ஐ؛ݺՑߞ֒ڎȄߵތেงౕၭـྻڰಎ
ϢԳணሃгҦᖉႻȂڭԴᏋညߞକ
ళۤфߞ֖ஜȄ
Ђ༓ߞӨө੩գЬՂ֣෩ၭߞྻڰ
ੜକ۶ࠑȄ֭Դઔ༓ߞȶ൵ڸᅁᎹȷК
ȂᅆȶକϧȷȃȶჅȷ۶ȶᄥ༤ஜϧȷ
ࡋ෩ѯڏՄȂഺڱȶЙྫྷೀȷߞ༵ӫ
ȂՂఀۖࢫညߞᝯަȂҞЂ࢘෩ၭڰ
ྻੜକȄ
ĲįġΨ
ՂԢԋКݙգߞᚚЍȂၭྻڰ৶ϵቮ
ࢺ᠈෩пକϧȄᗂ࢝ڹԺၭྻڰ৶ߞኹ
ᑢȂൌႶգᏂߞфৎϠබȂ֭ԋ
சȃҾඞߐѽфҳൊᖖᄩ࣏Ժᢏߞ
ȄթҳȂၭྻڰӅ༷ሃϘњԑᚚᇒನгҦ
ᖉႻߞ֖ࣆᄥ༤഼ϧԪ֯ġ ȄၭྻڰՂލٟ
գ෪۶ϞႋሃᖉႻգᝯߞߢᝊȂࡋѽ
ே֖ᖉႻߞᚚசȄ
෪ږߞߢᝊሃثକϘଠӤُ֜ၭྻڰ
৶ЎയȂփႵߞڸஇ࣏ޱᅁࣉڀ
мߞĩৎϠݕᄥ༤ўՑĪஇକϧ෩пߞ
ፚȄԴಿԺၭڰቮঋ෪ߞᛟӫКȂՂ
҇ލԊদѽϭ༵ӫ௲ڽᜀЂੜૈȈ
ီོٱԙষޟ࣏
ഺ㡯෩ҍߞȶ֖ऎȷࢽࠧڭၭྻڰ৶ߞ
֒ڎܠޱ۶യԇȂփ࣏ࢽၭྻڰႆُ֜

৶ሃێҁԢڰԪ֯ߞТஜলȂՂ೮ᡘ
ȃᛃ౻ȃᎢфᙩૼຈثҼȄُ֜ၭྻڰ
৶ϘܠൌԧգৎݑȂԴతۦԇࡈȂҁ
ে࢝Ժൌۍ൯ٙຉ߰ࣆ֖ݕᗁ໗ߞ၃ᢚȂ
ঋᢰഺزᇟॻϘ࢙ӲಎࡓфۍੜߞԪ
֯ᝯ࠼ȂҪգϘৎҞକȂබ࣏ᢰݙգϠݸ
ֲاȂᇟૠ༰К៉ݺᛟߞᅁᎳаਟȄ
Ο၌ཾڷѿൟ
ݙգߞԋൌবᗜҾඞߞأിᚼᢏȄཇ
ߞኊৃᝥჃۖᚬݑᢏмփӅ༷দೡȄ
ॊߞث་َȃࢉї֖ऎߞؼᢏфഢࡋߞؼ
ভຈຈȂൌҞକ࣏ᚬݑᢏмൌڽ࿚ȄԢ
ȂЂгҦߞຉರ۶ᖉႻЙ࣏᎑ᛔȂ
ـ௱ᢏмȄၭྻڰӅ༷Ꮻࢺ᠈ߞୈਿ
ྲـфԓిڈЖକሃڭ་Ȅ
ĳįġႆแ
ُՐĵըॗĴЈߞྻ៉ȂЙږѽᢰၭྻڰ
෭ᠩϧȄ៉ߞ៉ྻڹ౻Ȃ֭ঋ
ِ৶ඞऎྻ៉௲ڽኊৃፁᅁงౕჅ
ȄـՀߞў׀࣏ޱӡᖉႻߞўޱȂੲ
ᑂ ж  ޘሃ ణ  ࣙ ៉ ᛟ Ĳߞ ᢑ ᓭ Չ వ Ѝ ֯ ĩ ێ
КҒࣁڗЍ֯фЈೡԪ֯ȂЙࢽྻ៉Ī
ȂഺҞ࠲ᝋၭྻڰᓮҍ൵ߞڸЍ֯ލȄ
ѽۘຉರऎڼȂЂൊԊгҦళૼऎงĴ
ķৎѡߞჅȂညКҒࣁжޘҳڽᖖᄩȃໞ
֤аԴକϧȃۘᓴ༵ȃໞ֤ጕԴඡȃ
ᓴᑄ֖ஜў୫фऎே֖֯Հ൯Ȅ
ԴഺৎۘܠຉರߞჅ ĳ КȂၭྻڰᕕႍᒕ
࿂ணሃȂڭЙҪ࣏֯൵ࢢ੮фٙܠȄഺ
Ҟѽᢰၭྻڰ৶ᔌჅߞᢑᓭࢥւȂ
գږ༡ᅆઘфߞധԺࠫਿஇҍхᕕȂ
ڭգᑟྻϘََԳணሃࢥւჅȄၭྻڰ
эێᕕႍᒕ࿂ணሃѽϭߞຉರۘЍ֯Ȉ
ȆٙݙܠቮߞᓮϢ۶жޘ
Ȇᆊᜯዴᑂ۶жޘຕލѽఀҍຕᎢ
Ȇܠ၍ຉರߞȶႋٙў੯ፑඛȷфׄ
ێҁฆ҃ў੯
Ȇऻᅆᘌཕфఐᚼᢏգᝯߞന
ȆᑘӲऎࣄᓴຉರփനߞٙຉ౧Ԇ
Ĵįġღଢ଼Ψ
ऎၭߞྻڰϘ৶գՂணҐȶᄥ༤Ⴛஜȷ
Ȅߵތᝯѕߞ࣏ၭ֯ྻڰऎᑋᢜߞੜփ
ڭЙऻদԧ৶ᅆৎϠ֖ऎȄକӡݺᄥ༤
࢙ӲډՀࠑߞႤ࿚ЙьȂၭྻڰᕕપ־
ྍȈ
кৰЅࢇᖂຘϞޟώհᜰ߽
ЙᎢڼޱգٟգঋِȂѹਯ۶֖ࣆᗁ໗ߞ
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թҳȂൊԊၭྻڰ৶Ⴥҝฅ࣏ѹਯ៳ϭ
ߞ֖ࣆϠ৶Ȃϫݕሃѹਯᝯ࠼зȂڽ
ߞຕ࣏ލԇၭྻڰ۶֖ࣆᗁ໗ൌཉԨᡘ
ంѹਯߞऻޱȄՂލႍгҦᢰᄥ༤ᖻੜ
ਛЬϢȂݕদᅹၭߞྻڰ৶ೡԪȂබҞ
କ൹ൄـգ࢙നߞݑᖖᄩȂڭᢰၭྻڰ
৶ـକ୫ᅆ੮ѕߞ៉ᛟ֯உ௵ߞᎢȄ
ᖂ๖
ѽϯᇌᇌࢥႮҞᇢԪࢽҍϘᙇȂබ࣏ၭڰ
ྻ۶ԋаێҁЍ֯ᄥ༤ٟգیዹȂൌ࣏
ӤۍգપثܠକߞϠݙೡȂԪ֯ȃᆽᚚ
ԳႿӫዾȄၭྻڰঋࠑҍ֒ȂԢዹቮ
ঋԪᏋߞକϧȂੜߞЍ֯ўޱѽфᄥ༤
ᇟૠȄ
࢝ԺȂϠেൌሮऎၭ࣏ྻڰЙҞᜆ
ߞȂЙྻᄊгҦێൊࠝϘዹȂӅ༷ྍے
ߞᇒನᖻੜȄ࣏ᢰاেᕕӡݙᐯȂ׀
ӡᅆೡᚐ۶ᄥ༤ߞሮᝊȂҝᕒׄၭྻڰ෩
ކੜକȄ
֒ڎ൵Հж༟ȄබᇖഺዹȂیৎ௯֜ߞԪ
࣏֯ྋߞȂକᢜᎳঋऻџ௱ߞ
Ѝ֯ᝯ࠼ȄԴϘࣱஉ௵ߞᝯ࠼КȂٟգϘ
ўঢ়ᏼݺᅆўȂ݃թϵྍᎳ႙ᅆўȄـ
দঋߞ࣏ȂҁেକށፁԳਣϘৎԒԢ
ӫዾȈऎгҦۤఀґȄഺऎၭێྻڰҁ
ߞ৶ϭᎠ۶งౕȂډՀߞၭྻڰஜ
ϧӤډՀߞȶѹਯĮ֖ࣆᗁ໗ȷᝯ࠼༟ܕȄ
ီོٱԙষޟӻϯϽ
൰ҍߞၭڰϠЖِȂҡ༰ϠЖೡȶೡ
ԪఀܢȷߞၭྻڰȂҞକُ࣏Ϙ֜ѹਯব
ᅆߞ൵ទਧߞᛟȄನྐߞၭڰϠᓴቮۍ
൯ᑾӲݑѽݺயയȂࣄۍᐼ֖ࣆϠ৶ߞ
କϧȂѽфۍԺЮм०ѽᘖֺٙຉߞஐ
ቲȄЂൊԊၭߞྻڰೡӏӅҞᆽຠᆽग़
ȂԯթȂԴћ෩фߞକϧ෩п۶ѽჅ
ऎѹᐱߞЍ֯ўԨ࣏ࠧ௱দঋߞȄϘڱԯ
ϠᓴϯߞЙږփҍߞயᛟȂҞѽᏫࢢч
ႃږȄ
ЙჅȂϘډڱՀߞȃᝯᘣߞࢽዾЪ࣏Ҟڻ
ணւߞȄѹਯॶྻа૿ѻѽϭЂൊԊ
ࢽዾࡋᕕႍւዋ֯ҍؼᢏȈ
Ĳį ৶ЂൊԊ࣏ࠧே֖ၭڰȂૌӒᑾӲߞ
Ȃ۶гҦߞᇒನኸٟգാᜭ
ĳį ৶Кߞே֖ၭڰҒࣁਯசᗁᆾ Ĵ
Ĵį ৶ࢺڹգႵЂѧদߞгҦߵԊϵٟ
գҳൊૈ׀ᎏॎ
ĵį ႵЂѧߞڼ৶ᗟࣺሃгҦࠑభкĩڼ
ՂߵӎȃงᡋຈຈĪ
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Ķį ЏգӒՑߞၭྻڰфၭྻڰ৶ໞ֤ᑟ
ۘȂڭ൵ьُՐே֖Ϙըໞ֤
এਰϷݙ
އاசჅߞϘਛশสгҦȂՂକᅁ֖ϯগ
ߞనࣉȂᕕҞЂ࢘෩пၭྻڰੜକȄၭ
ྻڰҞـգد෪ᘖֺᢰгҦߞҾඞԳ֜
ുَଽၢȄ
ԐȂჅҝවϩՐҾඞߞᚼᢏ࢝ЂȂྲॊ
ث۶၃ᖉጀՑߞЬϢȂฆ҃ў੯ߞҍЏ
ྫྷڕϞႍгҦߞൊԊࢉїȄၭࡒྻڰᓴᑄ
ា᠈мცЄЏؼᢏࢉїᘉ֖ऎߞ
ڰᅁȂЪ๒ཉԨჅߞຉರႋٙў੯ፑඛ
ȂᢰԋѪ֖ȂԴЙᙝᖺߞҾඞК
ِՅȄՂލၭྻڰᅆ၃ᖉфҾඞߞᑋᢜನ
ႋఀۖڀмߞ෩пȂᎢߞўԨྻ࢝
ЙԢȄ
ێը࣏៉ྻ࢘ܞȄႍၭྻڰӎϯ࣏ඏᏫ
៉ྻ࢘ܞᓱڰȂգڱၭڰᓐҍਯȂգڱ
Ⴥც႖Ȅ࣏៉ྻ࢘ܞᕭՐ࢘၃ᖉᄑ
фϬՐࠜቈຉರߞறϘᑟྻȄᘵ๒ၭྻڰ
৶Դྻ៉Кྻ෩யфऻനȂ֭ഺҪ
ѽгҦᇒನኸ൯ߞаਟऎȄၭྻڰ
৶ॶକႵ՝ԳணሃຉರߞۘܠჅȂຉ
ರߞᎳ༓Ҟକ෩Ȅ
൵ࢢȂႍгҦߞѹਯĩ֯ऎ൹ᓱϠڭฅԇ֖
ࣆᗁ໗ĪಎϢணሃԋߞџ௱ᖉႻȂतည
Ϟᅁቫϯߞȶ֖ࣆᗁ໗ȷȄԴఐϭȂᅁ
ቫҪգϘϠطᆊѹਯ۶֖ࣆᗁ໗یৎ֒ڎȄ

1. Board topics generally fall under: (1) helping
develop and approve corporate strategy; (2)
evaluating corporate performance; (3) appointing
the CEO and planning for succession; (4) setting
executive and director compensation; and
(5) ensuring good governance and compliance.
ĩໜĲĪၭྻڰϯᎢߞᛟӫԺዴᙩϢѽϭ
־ȈĲĪġ ׄਣфز੮ԋຉರȇġ ĳĪġ ໞ
֤ԋࠑȇġĴĪġԇࣆ֖ۻᗁ໗фऎា֜֯
ഢᄑġ ȇĵĪġ Ӳ֖ࣆϠ৶фၭߞڰᗟࣺȇġ
фĶĪġፁ࠲ډՀᇒфԪഢȄ
2. Survey of 700-plus boards by McKinsey
reveals that the most impactful boards spend
significant time on strategy. The bestperforming boards spend as much as 300 per
cent more than the average time on strategy.
(ໜ2) ൪ߺᔁгҦѽயۡᎠࣤჅ700ਛၭ
ྻڰȂ൵գᠩϧߞၭྻڰӡ൵Ժ
༡ۘݺຉರȄࠑ൵ߞڸၭྻڰѧϘଠ
ߞࠅԺ3ߞ༡ݺᎢຉರϯȄ
3. Advocates include David Beatty, Conway
Chair of the Clarkson Centre for Business
Ethics and
Board Effectiveness at the
University of Toronto’s Rotman School of
Management, who served on more than 35
boards in five different jurisdictions and has
been board chair at eight listed companies.
A strong, independent CFO who is not
overly deferential to the CEO is required.
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Mr Alan Huang is a Partner of
McKinsey & Company.
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